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ABSTRACT

We forecast constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity achievable from forthcoming surveys by exploiting the
scale-dependent halo bias introduced on large scales by non-Gaussian initial conditions. We explore the perfor-
mance of exploiting both the shape of the galaxy power spectrum on large scales and the cross-correlation of
galaxies with cosmic microwave background maps through the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect. We find that future
surveys can detect primordial non-Gaussianity of the local form with a non-Gaussianity parameter of orderFf FNL

unity. This is particularly exciting because, while the simplest single-field slow-roll models of inflation predict
a primordial , this signal sources extra contributions to the effective of large-scale structures thatFf F K 1 fNL NL

are expected to be above our predicted detection threshold.

Subject headings: cosmology: theory — galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: halos —
large-scale structure of universe

1. INTRODUCTION

Tests of deviations from Gaussian initial conditions offer an
important window into the very early universe and a powerful
test for the mechanism which generated primordial perturba-
tions. While standard single-field slow-roll models of inflation
lead to small departures from Gaussianity, nonstandard sce-
narios allow for a larger non-Gaussianity (NG) level (see, e.g.,
Bartolo et al. 2004 and references therein). The standard ob-
servables to constrain NG are the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) and the large-scale structure (LSS) of the
universe.

Traditionally, the most popular method to detect primordial
NG has been to measure the bispectrum or the three-point
function of the CMB (Verde et al. 2000; Komatsu et al. 2005;
Yadav & Wandelt 2008), as the LSS bispectrum is sensitive to
primordial NG only at high redshift (Verde et al. 2000; Scoc-
cimarro et al. 2004; Sefusatti & Komatsu 2007; Cooray 2006;
Pillepich et al. 2007). A powerful technique is based on the
abundance (Matarrese et al. 2000; Verde et al. 2001; LoVerde
et al. 2008; Robinson & Baker 2000; Robinson et al. 2000)
and clustering (Grinstein & Wise 1986; Matarrese et al. 1986)
of rare events such as density peaks, as they trace the tail of
the underlying distribution. These predictions have been tested
against N-body simulations (Kang et al. 2007; Grossi et al.
2007; Dalal et al. 2007). Dalal et al. (2007) and Matarrese &
Verde (2008) showed that primordial NG affects the clustering
of dark matter halos inducing a scale-dependent large-scale
bias. Here we argue that this effect could be used to constrain
NG through the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect (Sachs &
Wolfe 1967) and through the shape of the galaxy power spec-
trum on large scales. We forecast how future galaxy surveys
could constrain Gaussianity via this “halo bias” effect. We find
that constraints from surveys which provide a large sample of
galaxies or galaxy clusters over a volume comparable to the
Hubble volume (e.g., DES, PanSTARRS, LSST, EUCLID,
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ADEPT) are competitive with CMB bispectrum constraints
achievable with an ideal CMB experiment. Bartolo et al. (2005)
showed that even when the primordial is tiny, the evolutionfNL

of perturbations on super-Hubble scales yields extra contri-
butions to the effective relevant for the LSS, which arefNL

configuration- and redshift-dependent. These contributions are
of amplitude comparable to the forecasted errors and can there-
fore no longer be neglected. Along the way, we offer physical
insights in the findings of Matarrese & Verde (2008, hereafter
MV08) and explain the connections to the approach of Dalal
et al. (2007); we show that only the formalism of MV08 can
be used to correctly handle the nonlinear contributions to pri-
mordial NG.

2. NON-GAUSSIAN HALO BIAS IN CONTEXT

MV08 generalized to NG initial conditions results and tech-
niques developed in the 1980s (Grinstein & Wise 1986; Ma-
tarrese et al. 1986) to relate the clustering properties of the
collapsed structures (halos) to those of the underlying matter
distribution for Gaussian initial conditions. This approach
yields an analytic expression for the bias of dark matter halos
for NG models in which the primordial bispectrum of the po-
tential is the dominant higher order correlation and has a general
form. The starting point of MV08 is to consider the expression
for the correlation function of regions above a high threshold
in the general NG case, which has the form (Grinstein & Wise
1986; Matarrese et al. 1986)

y (r) p �1 � exp [X(r)], (1)h,M

where X is a complicated expression that depends on all the
n-point correlations of the underlying density field filtered on
the mass scale M and on the threshold height (see MV08 for
details). One interprets the region above high thresholds as
halos, and for large separations r (small values of X), expands
the exponential to first order and considers only terms up to
the three–point correlation function. Finally, one Fourier-trans-
forms to get an approximated expression for the halo power
spectrum in NG models. For NG of the type (Salopek & Bond
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1990; Gangui et al. 1994; Verde et al. 2000; Komatsu & Spergel
2001)

2 2F p f � f (f � Af S), (2)NL

where F denotes Bardeen’s gauge-invariant potential5 and f
denotes a Gaussian random field, the halo power spectrum has
the form

2d (z)P (k, z)c ddP (k, z) p [1 � 4f d (z)a(k)]. (3)h NL c4 2j D (z)M

Here is the quantity in Figure 3 of MV08, which isa(k)
∝ at large scales; is the mass variance linearly extrap-2 21/k jM

olated to ; , with the linear ov-z p 0 d (z) p D (z)/D(z) D (z)c c c

erdensity for spherical collapse (weakly dependent on z in non–
Einstein–de Sitter cosmologies) and the linear growthD(z)
factor of density fluctuations, normalized to .D(0) p 1

The halo Lagrangian bias (all correlations and peaks con-bL

sidered here are those of the initial density field) is then
, withG Gb (z, M) � b (z, M)[1 � 2f d (z)a(k)] b (z, M) �L,h L,h NL c L,h

. Making the standard assumption that halos2d (z)/[j D(z)]c M

move coherently with dark matter, one gets the Eulerian bias
as , so thatb p 1 � bE L

d (z )c ffNLb p 1 � [1 � 2f d (z )a(k)], (4)h NL c f2j D(z )M o

where, following Catelan et al. (1998) we have made explicit
the dependence on both halo formation redshift and obser-zf

vation redshift . This expression for the NG halo bias is scale-zo

dependent and increases rapidly at large scales. The identifi-
cation of halos with density peaks is valid for rare (massive)
halos. The above expression for the Gaussian Lagrangian halo
bias is approximate, a more accurate expression being (Efsta-
thiou et al. 1988; Cole & Kaiser 1989; Mo & White 1996)

1 d (z ) 1c fGb (z , M, z ) p � . (5)L,h o f [ ]2D(z ) j d (z )o M c f

For objects that did not undergo recent mergers, , thez k zf o

bias is well approximated by equation (4). Equation (4) also
applies to the case (rapid mergers) for , i.e.,2 2z ≈ z d k jf o c M

large M and/or high .zf

Equation (4) can be rewritten as , wheref GNLb p b � DbL,h L,h

GDb p 2f d (z )[b (z , M, z ) � 1]a(k). (6)NL c f h o f

One may note that for large and negative, equation (3)fNL

would yield and negative on large enough scales.fNLb P (k)h h

This is a manifestation of the breakdown of the approximations
made; i.e., all correlations of higher order than the bispectrum
were neglected (for large NG this truncation may not hold) and
the exponential in equation (1) was linearly expanded. This
however could be easily corrected for, remembering that the

obtained in equation (3) is the Fourier transform of X, theP(k)
argument of the exponential. One would then compute the halo
correlation function using equation (1) and Fourier-transform-
ing back to obtain the halo power spectrum.

Dalal et al. (2007) and Slosar et al. (2008) use the peak-
background split to obtain an equation similar to equation (4).
In particular, while Dalal et al. (2007) relies on the spherical

5 Following the LSS convention, here F is linearly extrapolated at .z p 0

collapse model (and thus on the standard Press-Schechter [Press
& Schechter 1974] approach), Slosar et al. (2008) extend and
reformulate it so that it relies on the extended Press-Schechter
(EPS) approach and on the universality of the mass function,
and can be obtained for any mass function, even one that is a
fit to N-body simulations. The advantage of their formulation
over that of Dalal et al. (2007) is that they can include the
description of the effect of halo mergers. Although the effect
of halo merger can be analytically described only for the Press-
Schechter mass function, they argue that the scaling of the
correction for mergers could be calibrated from N-body sim-
ulations. Let us note that their derivation can only be carried
out for NG of local type. The formulation of MV08 is instead
more general: the EPS approach, halo mergers, and mass func-
tions, which are better fit to N-body simulations than the stan-
dard Press-Schechter one, can be readily taken into account by
substituting in equation (5) by the peak-background splitGbL,h

bias , where n is the halo mass function forG �1b p �n �n/�dL,h c

the Gaussian case, which could be given, e.g., by the Sheth &
Tormen (1999) formula or by a fit to simulations. In particular,
equation (5) is replaced by

1 qd (z ) 1c fGb (z , M, z ) p �L,h o f [ ]2D(z ) j d (z )o M c f

2 p �12p qd (z )c f� 1 � , (7)( )[ ]2d (z )D(z ) jc f o M

where q and p account for nonspherical collapse and are fit to
N-body simulations yielding , (Sheth & Tor-q ∼ 0.75 p p 0.3
men 1999; Sheth et al. 2001). The correction for nonspherical
collapse also applies to the NG correction to the halo bias:

′ GDb p 2q f d (b � 1)a(k), (8)NL c h

where can be calibrated to N-body simulations and is found′q
to be (M. Grossi et al., in preparation). We stress here′q ≈ 0.8
that it is very important to be able to account for general
nonlocal and scale-dependent NG characterized by a given bis-
pectrum of F. Indeed, as shown by Bartolo et al. (2005) there
are extra contributions that come in at the same level as the
primordial signal: in other words the primordial contribution
is enhanced for LSS, yielding configuration- and redshift-de-
pendent contributions to the effective which cannot be ne-fNL

glected. The NG bias formula of MV08 is fully general and
can easily account for any nonconstant .fNL

3. METHOD

Let us start with two preliminary considerations.
Halos versus galaxies.—The theory developed in MV08 and

above describes the clustering properties of halos, but we ob-
serve galaxies. Different galaxy populations occupy dark matter
halos following different rules. If we think in the halo-model
(Cooray & Sheth 2002; Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Peacock &
Smith 2000; Smith et al. 2003) framework, at very large scales
(those relevant for this analysis), only the “two halo” contri-
bution matters and the details of the halo occupation distri-
bution of galaxies (the “one halo” term) is unimportant. In
particular, the galaxy population known as “luminous red gal-
axies” (LRG) is known to be old and free from recent merger
activity. For this population, the MV08 modeling should offer
a good description. Emission-line galaxies on the other hand
may be affected by recent mergers and their may need toGbh

be modified (see § 2). As we discuss below, with this modi-
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fication, the effect of uncertainties in the Gaussian bias enters
in our estimates only through the shot-noise contribution to the
signal-to-noise ratio.

Detection versus measurement.—One should make the im-
portant distinction between “detection” and “measurement.” To
compute the statistical significance of a detection we need to
compute the significance of deviations from the null hypothesis:
in particular, the fiducial model used in the calculation has

and the error bars are also computed assuming the nullf p 0NL

hypothesis . However, to carry out a measurement off p 0NL

, the model and the error bars must be computed asf ( 0NL

functions of . Here we will report forecasts for detection offNL

.fNL

We consider two probes: the large-scale galaxy power spec-
trum and the ISW effect. In both cases, since we will consider
tracers of rare halos, we will set , yielding a possiblyz p zf o

conservative estimate of errors.fNL

3.1. Forecasts from the Shape of the Large-Scale
Power Spectrum

In the Fisher matrix approach to error forecasts we can write

2 21 [DP(k)] 1 [P(k)4d (z)a(k)f ]c NLln L p � p � , (9)2 22 j 2 jP P

where we have assumed a Gaussian likelihood.6 An estimate
of the error in , , at a given k is given byf j (k)NL fNL

2 2 2 21 � F ln LF 16P a(k) dcp p . (10)2 2 2j (k) �f jf NL PNL

The relative error in P for a shell in k-space of width andDk
for a survey with effective volume isVeff

2j 2P p , (11)( ) 2 3P 4pk DkV /(2p )eff

with , V the survey volume, and the¯ ¯V p V[1 � 1/(nP)] neff

mean density of galaxies. If shot noise is subdominant (i.e.,
), .n̄P k 1 V p Veff

The total error for a k-range from to isk kmin max

kmax21 8 D (z)c 2 2p V a(k) k dk. (12)eff �2 2 2j 2p D(z)f kNL min

If we divide the survey in redshift slices centered around zi

then the error obtained combining different redshift slices (if
uncorrelated)7 is

1 1
p . (13)�2 2j j (z )if f iNL NL

We set to be 0.03 h Mpc�1 and to be greater than thek kmax min

where V is the volume of the shell considered1/32p/V
( which is larger than standard photometric redshiftDz p 0.1
errors). Conservatively, we do not consider that scales larger
than kmin can be used by cross-correlating different shells. The
effect of NG alters the broadband behavior of the on veryP(k)

6 While strictly speaking the distribution of is non-Gaussian, this is aP(k)
standard assumption in Fisher-matrix-based approaches.

7 The correlation between shells is small at h Mpc�1 ( )k K 0.03 P(k) ∼ 1/k
and (200 Mpc h�1 at ).Dz p 0.1 z p 0.8

large scales, which is unaffected by the precision with which
the radial positions of the galaxies are measured. Thus, we can
treat photometric and spectroscopic surveys on the same foot-
ing. The requirement of surveying a large volume of the uni-
verse and sampling highly biased galaxies to beat shot noise,
which is a key point for BAO surveys, is also a bonus for
constraining primordial NG. In particular, for the kmin we use
we find that ; thus the shot-�1P (k ) � P (k p 0.2 h Mpc )g min g

noise requirement for BAO surveys of n̄P(k p 0.2 h
implies that for all scales of interest here�1 ¯Mpc ) 1 1 nP k

. We have checked that our results do not change if we impose1
. While for BAO surveys measuring redshift accuratelyn̄P ∼ 3

is crucial (Seo & Eisenstein 2003; Blake & Bridle 2005), for
this application is not important.

3.2. Forecasts from the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe Effect

The ISW effect probes the largest cosmological scales. As
the NG effect goes ∝ on large scales, this is a promising21/k
probe of NG. Here we follow Afshordi (2004) to quantify the
significance of a detection of through the estimate of thefNL

cross-correlation between the ISW effect and the LRG galaxy
distribution. For a galaxy survey with the mean comoving den-
sity distribution as a function of the comoving distancen (r)c

r, in the Limber approximation the expected cross-correlation
in spherical harmonic space can be written as

2T
C (�) p dr n (r)P (k), (14)gT � c F′,g2dr r n (r)∫ c

where and is the derivative of the gravi-′k p (� � 1/2)/r F
tational potential with respect to the conformal time. The ex-
pected dispersion in the cross-correlation signal is 2DC (�) �gT

, where is the fraction of sky�1C (�)C (�)[ f (2� � 1)] fgg TT sky sky

covered by the survey and we assumed a small cross-correlation
signal, i.e., .2C (�) K C (�)C (�)gT gg TT

For a galaxy distribution biased according to equation (4),
dividing the survey in redshift shells and following the same
procedure of § 3, the error in each shell at redshift z for a given

is�

2 2g H(z)D(z)(d/dz)[(1 � z)D(z)]P (k, 0)Db(k, z) r dr[ ]dd

�2j p ,f 3 �1NL (2l � 1) C (�)[P (k, z) � n (r) ]TT G c

where , ,2 3 2g p 8f (3TH Q /c ) k { (l � 1/2)/r dr psky 0 m0

, is equation (6) in the limit , and[c/H(z)]Dz Db f p 1 PNL G

denotes the galaxy power spectrum in the Gaussian case. We
impose kmin to be greater than the largest mode that can be
sampled in each survey shell and kmax p 0.03 h Mpc�1. The
total error is obtained summing up the latter expression on all

and integrating over the minimum and maximum red-� ≤ 200
shift of each survey.

For future large-scale galaxy surveys, in the case of non-
dominant shot noise, we obtain , 10.8, and 9.8 forDf p 5.7NL

LSST, EUCLID, and ADEPT, respectively.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we present forecasts on constraints for forthcomingfNL

and future surveys. The surveys and their specifications are
reported in Table 1, with the 1 j error on from the shapefNL

of the galaxy power spectrum. The errors on have beenfNL

normalized by the correction factor for nonspherical collapse
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TABLE 1
Galaxy Surveys Considered

Survey z Range
Square
Degrees

Mean Galaxy
Density

(h Mpc�1)3 DfNL/q� LSS

SDSS LRGs . . . . . . . . . . 0.16 ! z ! 0.47 7.6 # 103 1.36 # 10�4 37
BOSS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ! z ! 0.7 104 2.66 # 10�4 18.8
WFMOS low z . . . . . . . 0.5 ! z ! 1.3 2 # 103 4.88 # 10�4 15
WFMOS high z . . . . . . 2.3 ! z ! 3.3 3 # 102 4.55 # 10�4 17.5
ADEPT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ! z ! 2 2.8 # 104 9.37 # 10�4 1.7
EUCLID . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ! z ! 2 2 # 104 1.56 # 10�3 1.9
DES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 ! z ! 1.3 5 # 103 1.85 # 10�3 8.4
PanSTARRS . . . . . . . . . 0 ! z ! 1.2 3 # 104 1.72 # 10�3 3.7
LSST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3 ! z ! 3.6 3 # 104 2.77 # 10�3 0.7

. The number of galaxies and the Gaussian bias enter′q ≈ 0.8
this signal-to-noise calculation only through the contribution
to the error due to shot noise. The reported numbers are not
dominated by shot noise. This signal-to-noise calculation in-
dicates that the halo clustering approach to primordial NG is
in principle more promising than the ISW one: the ISW signal
is weighted at , when dark energy dominates, while thez � 1
effect of NG grows with redshift. However, the two approaches
are affected by different systematics and should be considered
complementary.

It is worth comparing the constraints on primordial NG
achievable from the large-scale halo clustering with those
achievable with the small-scale galaxy bispectrum. A compar-
ison with Sefusatti & Komatsu (2007) shows that halo-clus-
tering constraints are a factor of 3 stronger than bispectrum
ones. The bispectrum, however, through its dependence on the
k-space configuration, can be used to discriminate among dif-
ferent forms of NG. The CMB bispectrum for an ideal exper-
iment can yield constraints of a few (Yadav et al. 2007).Df pNL

Table 1 indicates that constraints on are achievable withf ∼ 1NL

future surveys, making it a highly competitive technique. Let
us stress that it is important to be able to account for general
nonlocal NG features characterized by a given bispectrum of
F. In fact, extra contributions to the bispectrum with a specific
shape and redshift dependence unavoidably come into play at
the level of a few (Bartolo et al. 2005), i.e., well abovef ∼NL

the detection threshold for forthcoming and proposed surveys,
thus opening up the possibility to measure them.

While this work was being completed we became aware of
Afshordi & Tolley (2008) and McDonald (2008). Our results
are in good agreement with theirs.
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